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#LetsBEACTIVE proved it!

European

Over the last weeks, the #LetsBEACTIVE Campaign gathered
information on the major fitness events/initiatives happening in
Europe and beyond organised by fitness operators, suppliers,
national associations and training providers.
Each year the #LetsBEACTIVE Report is published following
the European Week of Sport to highlight the fitness sector
contribution to this EU Commission’s initiative but also to
demonstrate how active the fitness sector is all over the year in
the promotion of physical activity.
The #LetsBEACTIVE Project also contributed to the European
Week of Sport by targeting up to 60,000 currently inactive
adults aged 18-55 in 8 different EU countries with the aim of
motivating participants into long-term healthy lifestyles.

#LetsBEACTIVE 2019 results

FITNESS SECTOR

2018
27.2

billion euro
revenue

62.2

million
members

48,000 emails to managers and top decision-makers,
including operators, suppliers, national
associations and training providers.

250+
38

fitness events listed on the EuropeActive’s
website.

750,000
employees

countries participated including 6 non-European
countries emphasizing the importance of the
#BeActive message beyond Europe.

Social Media Engagement
60,300+ views 8,500+ engagements

61,984
clubs

34,400+ views 5,700+ engagements
974,097+ #BeActive #LetsBEACTIVE posts

+ 3%

5,200+ views
The results helped to spread the #BeActive initiative
beyond the European Week of Sport, thus proving the
importance, exposure and impact of physical activity.
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LetsBEACTI E – In Words
Jeppe Schultz – Personal Trainer, Fit&Sund
“We are delighted to participate in a fitness campaign which
highlights the daily work our sector does in bringing physical
activity and healthy lifestyle to people’s lives”.

Jesús Díaz – Chief Customer Officer, Ingesport
“The #LetsBEACTIVE commitment, together with the successful
figures of the #BeActive message, certainly contribute to raise
awareness about the importance of active lifestyles”.

José Carlos Reis – President, Portugal Activo
“As a National Fitness Association, we are deeply committed
in promoting campaigns such as #LetsBEACTIVE to help
Europeans to embrace lifelong active and healthy lifestyles”.

Antonio Baldieri – Fitness instructor
The #LetsBEACTIVE Campaign is a great opportunity to bring
more people to our facilities, thus proving how important
physical activity is to enjoy healthy and active lifestyles”.

2020 onwards:
Future story purposes: engaging more members around
Europe.
#LetsBEACTIVE will involve more fitness stakeholders to
support the #BeActive message throughout 2020 and provide
all fitness events/initiatives in Europe and beyond a platform
to be founded and promoted.
Thanks to all participants for the support!
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